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CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
NOZZLE REQUIRED EVALUATION FORMS LIST
PFOR # Title Side
C-1 Nozzle Assembly Quick-look Condition Left
Joint, Final
Part, or Report Page
Location Number
N/A C-1
C-2 Nozzle Joint Condition Left Joint #2 C-2
C-3 Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cowl Joint Left
Condition Drawing Worksheet
C-2 Nozzle Joint Condition Left
Joint #2 C-3
Joint #3 C-4
C-4 Nose Inlet-to-Throat Joint Condition Left
Drawing Worksheet
C-2 Nozzle Joint Condition Left
Joint #3 C-5
Joint #4 C-6
C-2 Joint #5 C-8
C-5 Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone Joint Left Joint #4 C-7
Condition Drawing Worksheet
Nozzle Joint Condition Left
C-6 Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing Joint Left Joint #5 C-9
Condition Drawing Worksheet
C-7 Cowl Insulation Segment Condition Left Cowl C-10
C-8 Flexible Bearing, Flexible Beating
Protector, and Flexible Boot Condition
Left Flexible Bearing, C-11
Protector, & Boot
C-9 Flexible Bearing Protector Thickness Left Flexible Bearing C-12
Measurements Protector
C-10 Throat Diameter Measurements Left Throat C- 13
(Note: Clarification PFORs will be inserted after the applicable required PFOR in the Final
Report and will have the same page number as the required PFOR appended by a sequential
alphabetic extension.)
REVISION
ooc NO. TWR-60699 [VOL
sec [ PAGE C-i

CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
NOZZLE REQUIRED EVALUATION FORMS LIST (Cont.)
PFQR #
C-11
C-12
Title Side
Outer Boot Ring Char and Erosion Left
Measurements and Flexible Boot Condition
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Left
Condition
Joint, Final
Part, or Report Page
Location Number
Outer Boot Ring C-14
& Flexible Boot
Aft Exit Cone C-15
C-12 Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Left Forward Exit C-16
Condition Cone
C-12 Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Left
Condition
C-12 Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Left
Condition
Throat C-17
Forward Nose & C-18
Aft Inlet Rings
C-12 Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Left Nose Cap C-19
Condition
C-12 Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Left
Condition
Cowl C-20
C- 12 Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Left Fixed Housing C-21
Condition
C-13 Cowl Ring Phenolic (SCP) Section Left Cowl C-22
Condition
C-14 Forward Exit Cone Phenolic (CCP) Left Forward Exit C-23
Section Condition Cone
C-15 Fixed Housing Phenolic (CCP) Section Left Fixed Housing C-24
Condition
C-16 Throat Inlet Assembly Phenolic (CCP) Left Throat C-25
Section Condition
C-17 Nose Cap Phenolic (CCP) Section Left Nose Cap C-26
Condition
C-18 Forward Nose Ring and Aft Inlet Ring Left
Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
Forward Nose & C-27
Aft Inlet Rings
•(Note: Clarification PFORs will be inserted after the applicable required PFOR in the Final
Report and will have the same page number as the required PFOR appended by a sequential
alphabetic extension.)
REVISION
DOO NO. TWR-60699 [VOL
$EC I PAGE C-ii
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
NOZZLE REQUIRED EVALUATION FORMS LIST (Cont.)
PFQR # Title Side
C-1 Nozzle Assembly Quick-look Condition Right
Joint, Final
Part, or Report Page
Local;i0n Number
N/A C-28
C-2 Nozzle Joint Condition Right Joint #2 C-29
C-3 Nose Inlet-to-Flex Beating-to-Cowl Joint Right
Condition Drawing Worksheet
C-2 Nozzle Joint Condition Right
Joint #2 C-30
Joint #3 C-31
C-4 Nose Inlet-to-Throat Joint Condition Right
Drawing Worksheet
C-2 Nozzle Joint Condition Right
Joint #3 C-32
Joint #4 C-33
C-5 Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone Joint Right
Condition Drawing Worksheet
C-2 Nozzle Joint Condition Right
Joint #4 C-34
Joint #5 C-35
C-6 Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing Joint Right
Condition Drawing Worksheet
Joint #5 C-36
C-7 Cowl Insulation Segment Condition Right Cowl C-37
C-8 Flexible Bearing, Flexible Beating
Protector, and Flexible Boot Condition
Right Flexible Beating, C-38
Protector, & Boot
C-9 Flexible Bearing Protector Thickness Right Flexible Beating C-39
Measurements Protector
C-10 Throat Diameter Measurements Right Throat C-40
(Note: Clarification PFORs will be inserted after the applicable required PFOR in the Final
Report and will have the same page number as the required PFOR appended by a sequential
alphabetic extension.)
REvmor_ ooc NO. TWR-60699 IVOL
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
NOZZLE REQUIRED EVALUATION FORMS LIST (Cont.)
PFOR # Titl_ Side
C-11 Outer Boot Ring Char and Erosion Right
Measurements and Flexible Boot Condition
Joint, Final
Part, or Report Page
Location Number
Outer Boot Ring C-41
& Flexible Boot
C-12 Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Right Aft Exit Cone C-42
Condition
C-12 Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Right Forward Exit C-43
Condition Cone
C-12 Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Right Throat C-44
Condition
C-12 Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Right
Condition
Forward Nose & C-45
Aft Inlet Rings
C-12 Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Right Nose Cap C-46
Condition
C-12 Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Right Cowl C-47
Condition
C-12 Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Right Fixed Housing C-48
Condition
C-13 Cowl Ring Phenolic (SCP) Section Right Cowl C-49
Condition
C-14 Forward Exit Cone Phenolic (CCP) Right Forward Exit C-50
Section Condition Cone
C-15 Fixed Housing Phenolic (CCP) Section Right Fixed Housing C-51
Condition
C-16 Throat Inlet Assembly Phenolic (CCP) Right Throat C-52
Section Condition
C-17 Nose Cap Phenolic (CCP) Section Right Nose Cap C-53
Condition
C-18 Forward Nose Ring and Aft Inlet Ring Right
Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
Forward Nose & C-54
Aft Inlet Rings
(Note: Clarification PFORs will be inserted after the applicable required PFOR in the Final
Report and will have the same page number as the required PFOR appended by a sequential
alphabetic extension.)
Doe NO. TWR-60699 [VOL
REVISION
$EC [ PAGE C--iV

CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T025
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-1
Nozzle Assembly Quick-look Condition
t Side: Left (A) Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _]_. C_&(./L.
NozzlQ Assembly Quick-look Observations:
A. Metal Damage Due to Transportation or Handling?
B. Phenolic Damage Due to Transportation or Handling?
C. Foreign Material?
Yes No Comment #
/
,/
¢,
Notes / Comments
/)
8,.,'_-t-_ <..o_,,.4-0.<_+,.,,.,_t-t.,,
eliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s)?
R_SION
Yes V / No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
DOC NO. TWR-60699
SEC [ F_AGE
J VOL
C-I
CORPORATION
SPACEOPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-2
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Left (A)
m
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _'._U It" k _.'__LI,.F_I_5
Joint: Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cowl (Joint #2)
I Date:
Internal Nozzle Joint Observations: Yes No
A. Gas Penetration in the RTV (Terminated, Through)? V /
B. RTV Not Below Char Line? V/
C. R'IV To the Primary O-ring? ----
D. RTV Past the Primary O-ring? "-'- "--"
E. Uncured R'rv? v/
F. Voids Within RTV? i/
G. Foreign Material? if
H. Heat Affected or Eroded Virgin CCP, GCPISCP, or adhesive? V/
I. Damaged Phenolics? v/
J. B()ndline Edge Separations? Use Clarification Form. I/'
K. Phenolica Axially Displaced From Housing? /
I.. Heat Affected Metal? y/
M. Unbonded or Blistered Paint? V/ -li_ r"(_-
N. Corrosion? / /
O. Excessive Grease in Threaded Bolt Holes? /
P. Bolt Hole Damage (Through, Threaded/Helical Coil Insert)? r/
Q. Bent or Broken Bolts? V/
R. Metal Damage (Joints or Housings)? v/"
Comment #
Notes I Comments /
_ -_'_",...-.k__,-,.,..,_--.+ L_Ji, t_lcJ J_''z t '_.'r-_ o,...----'_" "_'-"" - 7f
",eliminary PFAR(s)?
_larification Form(s)?
____Yes
Yes
m No
_/" No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s): _ _-O_
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
I
DOCNO. TWR-60699 IVOL
_I[SION ISEC I PAGE C-2I
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): ,¢_;><:_Zj//CK '_/_;_'_--=_'i /_.d/_
Sketch Observations Below (include locations and sizes of sketched features):
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-3
Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cowl Joint (Joint #2) Condition Drawing Worksheet
360T025 I Side: Left (A) I Date: <_/_<:_/___
 c,'l
.,arification Form(s)? __ Yes v / No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
I
DOC NO, TWR-60699 I VOL
R'FVISION -- J
sEc I PAGE C-3I
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-2
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360T025 J Side: Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _k,4. C/d'_(-_-_
Joint: Nose Inlet-to-Throat (Joint #3)
Internal Nozzle Joint Observations: Yes No
"A. Gas Penetration in the RTV (Terminated. Through)? v /
B. RTV Not Below Char Line?
C. RTV To the Primary O-ring?
D. RTV Past the Primary O-ring?
"7
E. Uncured RTV? V"
f
F. Voids Within RTV?
G. Grease Inhibiting RTV Backfill?
H. Foreign Material?
v"I. Heat Affected or Eroded Virgin CCP, GCPISCP, or adhesive?
J. Damaged PhenoUcs? v/
K. Bondline Edge Separations? Use Clarification Form. _/
L. Phenolics Axially Displaced From Housing?
M. Heat Affected Metal?
N. Unbonded or Blistered Paint? ,/
O. Corrosion? _/ (
P. Alignment Pin Damage? v/t
/
Q. Excessive Grease in Threaded Bolt Holes? v/
i
R. Bolt Hole Damage (Through, Threaded/Helical Coil Insert)? V/ (
J
S. Bent or Broken Bolts? v//
T. Metal Damage (Joints or Housings)? V/
Comment #
/
Notes / Comments
/_ Special Issues 3.2.3.2
" c , ; "c
•eliminary PFAR (s) ? _. Yes V//" No
Clarification Form (s)?
REVISION
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
No Clarification Form Page No.(s): C -_L/_
i
DOC NO, TWR-60699 IVOL
SEC I PAGE C-4
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Nozzle Interface Separation Clarification Form
Motor No.: 360T025
¢
I '"" _'L.,,(.) [] .,o.,c,,)I °"'
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s):
Part: [] Forward Exit Cone (Forward End)
[] Throat Ring (Aft End)
_Throat Inlet Ring (Forward End)
[] Aft inlet Ring (Aft End)
,_,-_ -_/_-..
[] Nose Cap (Aft End)
[] Cowl (Forward End)"
[] Inner Boot Ring (Forward End)
Interface Separation Types:
A. Metal-to-Adhesive
B. Within Adhesive
C. Adhesive-to-GCP
=
Circumferential Location
Do
E.
F.
Within GCP
GCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
Separation Tvoe
*G. Adhesive-to-SCP
"H. Within SCP
"I. SCP-to-CCP
Maximum Radial Width
REVISION
Corresponding Comment Number(s): _,.
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-60699 [voL
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): /_/I, _('a. FLu "_' _J/'hll _'_'"
I
Sketch Observations Below (include locations and sizes of sketched features):
E:,_..to_ _ CI-.,=..,- _.;_ .' yL .,_/ _ (J.
POSTFLIGHTOBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-4
Nose Inlet-to-Throat Joint (Joint #3) Condition Drawing Worksheet
3.OTO=, I S,d.: .eft (A> I Date:_-/E-<_
Throat Assembly
Nose Inlet Assembly Carbon Cloth
Phenolic
Carbon Cloth _- 3- _. Throat
Phenolic Housing
/ Glass Cloth Phenolic
Cloth Phi
Nose Inlet
Housin
,arification Form(s)? __ Yes __. No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-60699 VOL
PAGE C-5
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-2
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Left (A) I Date: ?-(_ . _._
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): /_,_. C_"_-.j _, _k,;t/O__._ t. , 6. "_._.1_.-.,
' I
Joint: Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone (Joint #4)
IntQrnal Nozzle Joint Observations: Yes No
A. Gas Penetration in the RTV (Terminated, Through)? v/
B. RTV Not Below Char Line?
C. R'IV To the Primary O-ring? _/" ./
D. RTV Past the Primary O-ring? v/
E. Uncured R'rv? t/"
F. Voids Within RTV? Y/
G. Grease Inhibiting R'rv Backfill? K/"
H. Foreign Material? V/
I. Heat Affected or Eroded Virgin CCP, GCP/SCP, or adhesive? I/
J. Damaged Phenolics? V
K. Bondline Edge Separations? Use Clarification Form.
L. Phenollcs Axially Displaced From Housing? /
M. Heat Affected Metal? _/
N. Unbonded or Blistered Paint? V
O. Corrosion? V /
P. Alignment Pin Damage? _/.
Q. Excessive Grease in Threaded Bolt Holes? V/,
/
R. Bolt Hole Damage (Through, Threaded/Helical Coil Insert)? _/
S. Bent or Broken Bolts? _
T. Metal Damage (Joints or Housings)? ,_
Comment #
/
Notes I Comments
,)Special Issues 3.2.3.2
" sliminary PFAR(s)?
vlarification Form (s) ?
R_V_SION
Yes x/ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
(
_J/ Yes _ No Clarification Form Page No. (s): _- _ _L_ , ___--.--(L_._
/
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-60699 VOL
IPA_ C-6
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T025
Nozzle Interface Separation Clarification Form
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _,_..., _R,_I(---
Part: [_Forward Exit Cone (Forward End)
[] Throat Ring (Aft End)
[] Throat Inlet Ring (Forward End)
[] Aft Inlet Ring (Aft End)
[] Nose Cap (Aft End)
[] Cowl (Forward End)"
[] inner Boot Ring (Forward End)
Interface Separation Types:
A. Metal-to-Adhesive D. Within GCP
B. Within Adhesive E. GCP-to-CCP
C. Adhesive-to-GCP F. Within CCP
Circumferential Location
O-logo
_;eoaratlon Tvoe
_k
*G. Adhesive-to-SCP
"H. Within SCP
"1. SCP-to-CCP
Maximum Radial Width
O,_"
/1. &_"
o ot_
REVISION __
Corresponding Comment Number(s):
_oc No TWR-60699 Ivo_
SEC
PAGE,,,,_f..v,4
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T025
Nozzle Interface Separation Clarification Form
Assessment Engineer(s)linspector(s): ltkj_,_., _._ o___..
Part: [] Forward Exit Cone (Forward End)
[_ Throat Ring (Aft End)
[] Throat Inlet Ring (Forward End)
[] Aft Inlet Ring (Aft End)
[] Nose Cap (Aft End)
[] Cowl (Forward End)*
[] Inner Boot Ring (Forward End)
Interface Separation Types:
A. Metal-to-Adhesive D. Within GCP
B. Within Adhesive E. GCP-to-CCP
C. Adhesive-to-GCP F. Within CCP
Circumferential Location
0-g 
Seoeration TvoQ
"G, Adhesive-to-SCP
"H. Within SCP
"I. SCP-to-CCP
i
Maximum Radial Width
REVISION
Corresponding Comment Number(s): _ _-'9
DOCNO. TWR-60699 IVOL
SEC [ PAGE
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-5
Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone Joint (Joint #4) Condition Drawing Worksheet
i
Motor No.: 360T025 I s,°,....,,<,> I 0.,. _-/_/"
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _k/_,_ ,_._J.C,e-_...., ' _-_, IV_,;\t_¢" _ _. _._-___/ . i
Sketch Observations Below (include locations and sizes of sketched features):
Throat Assembly
Carbon Cloth
Phenolic
/
/
\ Forward Exit
Cone Assembly
Carbon Cloth
Phenolic
Glass Cloth
Phenolic
Ii_--_1i Forward EXitCone Housing
.tarificatlon Form (s)? Yes No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-60699 [VOL
PAGE C-7
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T025
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-2
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
I Side: Left (A) I Data:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _/t_ _-, ._ _'d<-_)_/d__"
Joint: Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing (Joint #5)
--/7- Y2
Internal Nozzle Joint Observations:
A. Gas Penetration in the RTV (Terminated, Through)?
B. R'FV Not Below Char Line?
C. RTV To the Primary O-ring?
D. RTV Past the Primary O-ring?
E. Uncured RTV?
F. Voids Within RTV?
G. Foreign Material?
H. Heat Affected or Eroded Virgin CCP, GCPISCP, or adhesive?
I. Damaged Phenol/ca?
J. Bondline Edge Separations? Use Clarification Form.
K. Phenolics Axially Displaced From Housing?
L. Heat Affected Metal?
M. Unbonded or Blistered Paint?
N. Corrosion?
O. Alignment Pin Damage?
P. Excessive Grease in Threaded Bolt Holes?
Q. Bolt Hole Damage (Through, Threaded/Helical Coil Insert)?
R. Bent or Broken Bolts?
S. Metal Damage (Joints or Housings)?
Yes
/
No
i
i
/
/
/
,J
/
/
,/
Comment #
/
Notes / Comments
....eliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form(s)?
REVISION
Yes _ No
_. Yes -,_ No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-60699 IvoL
PAGE C-8
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): /_j/_-/_-. - _'/ _:;.'i_._ _"_
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-6
Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing Joint (Joint #5) Condition Drawing Worksheet
36OTO=5 JS,d.: ,eft (A) I "_at.: _--,-7 - c._
Sketch Observations Below (include locations and sizes of sketched features):
• ,_'7"V _, _'" z_5"-?/o °
_l,"6,_f" /_.,-_-Tp'_-/17T_,Vr J¢,O °
Aft End Ri "_
ii
Fixed Housing
Inner Boot
Ring (GCP)
Flexible Boot
,arification Form(s)? Yes ._ No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO. TWR-60699 vOL
SEC I PA_E C-9
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-7
Cowl Insulation Segment Condition
Motor No.: 360T025 Side: Left (A)
Assessment Engineer (s) llnspector (s):
(;:0wl Insulation Seoment Observations:
A. Spring Pin Holes Completely Through the Cowl Segment?
B. Abnormal Heat Effects or Erosion?
C. Soot Between the Cowl Segment end Cowl Housing?
D. Bondline Failure Mode? Data Collection Only.
Date:
("
Yes
NIA
No Comment #
NIA /
Notes I Comments
"*eliminary PFAR(s)? _ Yes
,,larification Form(s)? _ Yes
]_EVlSlON' --
tJ'/No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
DOC NO. TWR-60699 Iv=
SEC [ PAGE C- 10
CORPORATION
SPACE OPEFtATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-8
Flexible Bearing, Flexible Bearing Protector, and Flexible Boot Condition
Motor No.: 360T025 J Side: Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(s)linspector(s): /_, C_(_--__. L._ _;_ _._.__;
Flexible Bearina, Bearina Protector. and Boot Observations:
A. Bearing Protector Burn-Through?
B. Cracks Through the Bearing Protector?
C. Bearing Protector Heat Effects or Erosion Other
Than at Cowl Vent Hole Locations?
D. Soot Between the Bearing Protector and Flexible Bearing?
E. Heat Effects to the Flexible Bearing?
F. Bent or Broken Bearing Protector Bolts?
G. Flexible Boot Burn-Through?
H. Abnormal Heat Effects or Erosion to Flexible Boot ID?
I. Foreign Material In Boot Cavity?
Yes No
i
Comment #
v"
/
v"
,./ /
/"
1
Notes I Comments
J Special Issues 3.3.4
Oreliminary PFAR(s)?
..larification Form(s) ?
Yea v/ No
Yes
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
DOCNO. TWR-60699 IVOL
PJEVtSION_ SEC I PAGE C--11
!CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLJGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-9
Flexible Bearing Protector Thickness Measurements
MotorNo.:380T0, I Side:",, (A) I Date:_'._._,_]
Assessment engineer(s)llnspector(s): _, _. _'k'/_
Record the Flexible Bearing Protector Gas Impingement Area Thickness Measurements (see figure) Below:
Thickness Thickness • Thickness
Degree Measurement Degree Measurement Degree Measurement
Location "A "° (inches) Location "A "° (inohes) Location "A"'.(lnches)
o , 4,f_" "7/_"120 .__ 240 .,
lo . _¢/ " 13o • "_(d "' 2so ,7/#"
20 . _'_2" 140 • _6# _''' 260
30 , _qq" "is0 . "/of =70 . ?oq"
40 . dYd" 1so . "7d3" 2so - 7#0"
so . =:q_'" 17o . _ _'_ " =90 . _I '_
60 • 7_2 '_ 180 . ,_gg "1 300 .7_/"'
70 _ 19o .7_?'' 310 . "7/<7"_
so . _q_" 200 .712 '_ 320 .71_'"
90 , L, _._ _" =1o .7/J" 330 • _ q 7 "
1DO _, =2o . "7/#" 340 . _7 _
.°
* "A" is the minimum thickness of the bearing protector
in-line with the cowl vent holes. It corresponds to the
deepest gas Impingement location.
Notes / Comments
"_reliminary PFAR (s) ? Yes
Clarification Form (s) ? Yes
R_/ISION
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
ooc NO. TWR-60699 VOL
SEC JPAGE C-12
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-10
Throat Diameter Measurements (Data Collection Only)
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Left (A) Date:
Record the Nozzle Throat Diameter Measurements Below:
Diameter
Degree Measurement
Location (Inches)
o _S _L_ "
4s 35. c/O  ""
_o fJ._. _/,_2"
135 5_. C]//2 ""
Notes I Comments
._rification Form (s) ? _. Yes Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REV]SI.ON
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-60699 IvoL
IPAGE C-13
"__I_CORPORA_ON
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-11
Outer Boot Ring Char and Erosion Measurements and Flexible Boot Condition
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Left(A) I Date:
Assessment Engineerls)llnspectorls): ,_. . _..,.
Flexible BOot/Outer Boot Rina Seoaration Observations: Yes No ,
A. Heat Effects in Boot/OBR Separation? r
i
d ¢'
Comment #
Record the Outer Boot Ring Char and Erosion Measurements Below:
Station 0° gO = 180° 2700
Location Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char
8.0 ._ ._ ._/ . _ ._z i. ol .oy . _.>_'
9.0 . oZ .82- o _/ , _,_--- . _ z . ?G . _ :.- . _ _/
_o.o _ ._9 Q ._8 c_ ._ ._ ._
11.3 . o_. . >8 ,_. ._- ._ . _ .o,/ . B._
Negative Margin of Safety? Yes /No Station: Degree:
Record the Number of Plies Remaining on the Flexible Boot:
Negative Margin of Safety?
Degree
Location
0
90
180
270
Plies
Remaining
3./
Yea /No Degree:
Notes I Commertts
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
arification Form (s) ?
Yea
Yes
J
m NO Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
IPJEV_iON
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-60699 [ VOL
[PAGS C-- 14
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Left(A) j Date:/7/5_,/,_T/f z
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _, /v'e_',tj
Phenolic Subassembly: Aft Exit Cone Assembly
/o _ ///_.,,.-
Record Primary Bondline/Phenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase and Wedge Removal):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Within GCP
GCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
0 - ':}'0 _C' -t,y'c, fie-2 _e
/ 5 ..97=
G ?#-
Degree Location
GC,_
Record Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenolics):
Degree Location
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
.r'-"
...f..1
J
Phenolic Removal Method:
Metal Housina Bondline Surface Observations:
A. Soot?
B. Voids in Adhesive?
C. Corrosion?
D. Foreign Material?
E. Voids in Polysulfide (Aft Exit Cone Polysulfide Groove)?
Yes No
¢
4
,}
V
¢ t
Comment #
Notes I Comments
{.) /_,,,, 5,_,,/1 Vc'/ds t'_ ?o,/.S,_l._'t'd¢. ._"o_,ve',. ,_'_ ,'_,,,r. ,,_?_,_,. . __,_, /
_",_£ F_uD _. _I;Y_ f-_o_ "_o°._/0" ,,,,e._so__j,_ " " " . .
"_.eliminary PFAR(s)? _ Yes No Preliminary PFAR Number(s): L_ 6C, -OC_ k,v_,_o
Clarification Form(s)? Yes No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-60699 IVOL
PAGE C-15
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
Assessment'Engineer(s)llnspector(s): I_._C_--.-. _ R _,t/_r
Phenolic Subassembly: Forward Exit Cone Assembly
Record Primary BondlinelPhenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase and Wedge Removal):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Within GCP
GCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
5
Degree Location
I
Record Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenolics):
Degree Location
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Phenolic Removal Method:
MQt=I Housino Bondline Surface Observations:
A. Soot?
B. Voids in Adhesive?
C. Corrosion?
D, Foreign Material?
Yes No Comment #
/
J /
/,
Notes / Comments _ /
"_-eliminary PFAR(s)? __ Yes _ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form(s)?
REVISION
.___. Yes _ No Clarification Form Page No.(s): C._-/(0 f'_
DOC NO. 1"WR-60699 I VOL
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
l
.Motor No.: 360T025
Nozzle Subassembly Bondline Adhesive Void Clarification Form
Assessment Engineer (s) Ilnspector (s):
Nozzle Subassembly:
Record Bondline Adhesive Void Measurements and Locations Below:
Degree
Location
/_ °
6
;.?.5
E:;zt
_<_.<---.E
t"
_a'-'t
b
Void Size
Axial
o. 'i10
1,/o
0._0
O.qo
Location on Bonding Surface
Circ. Distance From Fwd Distance From Aft
O._ /D_,I
0 ."/0 /0.,-/
_._ 5._
o. <,=o q,,I
O.#D 2,0
O. 70 -1,_
Notes / Comments
Corresponding Comment Number(s): /
REVISION --
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-60699 voL
t_,__ //_ _
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
I Slde: Left (A) I Date: _)_/o). 9 q--Motor No.: 360T025
I l
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): /.. &"_ _,,Z ;"r _.. / _ E'7/t/t c, 7-f {-"; "-_ f'
Phenolic Subassembly: Throat Assembly
Record Primary Bondline/Phenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase and Wedge Removal):
5c-E- /(/o _ _ Degree Location
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Within GCP
GCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
Record Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenolics):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Degree Location
 7-292
/00
Phenolic Removal Method: _j/_7"_'-_ _j./4 GT'-
Metal Housino Bondline Surface Observ_tlon_;
A. Soot?
B. Voids in Adhesive?
C. Corrosion?
D. Foreign Material?
Yes No Comment #
/
J 2
J
Notes/Comments _ 5c'E-C_E-/V(:'_,¢(._ Cc,,_/':/('t;'"/,_._/ ,,L'_X_/vf ,F'/)-C,..._- _-17,,_ .
I k,",'_" k/_kd i._E-_ld.?TS, tI[7_Wy l_#,_oS,'<_A,," ovET_ I_- ?_ _l= t'_-7_(-- I#7_,_I(C.
--*'v-E- _,'l;r ?X4.E'fJo) _( /P/t/( .5 _ET_E ca'T-(_,_"fi _4AS-T_ t)J/7_ _ (/_d °.'Q_.-_'>'i-_-
"_-eliminary PFAR(s)? Yes Pf_No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form(s)? v'/" Yes _ No Clarification Form Page No.(s): ("-/7_
REVISION DOC NO. TWR-60699 lvoL
SEC [ PAGE C-17
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
General Hardware Clarification Form
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: [_Left (A) [] Right (B) I Date= _:_-/3-_ 7__
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _. _. Idl_-Id_-_ / 7"7. _/_ _ 7"_/(/
Description: /'-_,#dt4. T" /_ 5_-_ _J._" }__II/_--_ ,_Ir."_l_ /.,':_-"I_I_]J__IV_'- LJb /L_5
Sketch Observations Below (include locations end sizes of sketched features):
F#o/_ 33-}°--- "l-i_,q[..(-O°-.-T_--"TD '_. AlilWi_ _IZ _- Vl_ _ -_.0 A-/I_.4_ _1/._
REVISION
Corresponding Comment Number(s): C [ )
DOCNO. TWR-60699 IvoL
s_c I _'_ c -17#
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T025
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
t Side: Left (A) I Date:
I I
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): p, /_ ' e[ se n
Phenolic Subassembly: Aft Inlet/Forward Nose Rings
F. AI t'l l
Record Primary Bondline/Phenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase and Wedge Removal):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Within GCP
GCP-to-CCP
Within CGP
_f4,:,-'z 7o
Degree Location
2.76' -0
Record Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenolics):
Degree Location
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Phenolic Removal Method: [/[/C('/y(£5"
Metal Housino Bondline Surface Observations:
A. Soot?
B. Voids in Adhesive?
C. Corrosion?
D. Foreign Material?
Yes
/
,,/
No Comment #
V
v
Notes / Comments
_,eliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
Clarification Form (s) ? Yes
REVISION --
,/ No
No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s): _; _'-/_'_
OOC NO. TWR-60699 VOL
ssc I PAGE C-18
"_-_',,"_¢__ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Nozzle Subassembly Bondline Adhesive Void Clarification Form
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: [] Left (A) [] Right (B) I Date: 2C'--/_'CZ,_--_'-Z-
Assessment Engineer (s)llnspector (s):
NozzleSubassembly: F i_.'d 4,'c' _e _-, 4 ' ?
Record Bondline Adhesive Void Measurements and Locations Below:
Degree
Location Axial
"h
-a/?
2?? ,3
Void Size
Circ.
,_-
3
.15-"
Location on Bonding Surface
Distance From Fwd Distance From Aft
3,1
i.7
2.,,3
t.,i
2_,5-
Notes / Comments
f,t T4_'S i'o,.d _v'4_
F_,Y 4,z-,_e p_,h_
L c: _-c<Tcz/
Corresponding Comment Number(s): i
REVISION
DOC NO. TWR-60699 IvoL
SEC I _,AG_ C-Z _/'_
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
I Side: Left (A) Date:Motor No.: 360T025
I
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): O" /'_]C.,/f_O_ iJ- _//[_:"
Phenolic Subassembly: Nose Cap
Record Primary Bondline/Phenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase and Wedge Removal):
_ ?-0 --_ &
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Within GCP
GCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
Record Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenolics):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP 60
3.S"
7S
?0-,'3 g-
_0
f
Degree Location
_o " 6s
Zz._'-'ZTO.. L')a-_l_"
75 70
Phenolic Removal Method: l,JeJ_e, _+,o / p_-¢l
M_tal Housino Bondline Surface Observations:
A. Soot?
B. Voids in Adhesive?
C. Corrosion?
D. Foreign Material?
Yes
t
No Comment #
/
Z
Notes I Comments
Special Issues 3.3.1 "--7" /--'_/5 _-_u/J r_0/-
f s_e cl_,-,F),-,<b/_ _. c-I_,_
O,eliminary PFAR(s)? __ Yes
_;larification Form(s)? _'-"- Yes
a-l-No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
No Clarification Form Page No.(s): C-I _/_
]PJEV_SION
OOC NO,
SEC
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Nozzle Subassembly Bondline Adhesive Void Clarification Form
Mo,o,No."',0_'0=' I "0*" _m"*" (') [] "',"' (") I 0"'" _,_-J"'l_
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _- ,_2e/EO'l) _" /_1'//_[" "
No=,eSubassemb,y:A/.:_ (._p
Record Bondline Adhesive Void Measurements and Locations Below:
Degree Void Size
Location Axial Circ.
I_;/" ,3 ,2-
,o
_ 7 -_,-_ , _ ,3
Location on Bonding Surface
Distance From Fwd Distance From Aft
_, g"
I,?'
I,I
Notes / Comments
Corresponding Comment Number(s): /
REVISION
ooc NO. TWR-60699 IvoL
s,c I_'°_(-/fA
"_I._--_CORPORARON
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
i
I Side: _ /_,C'_/" (,4)Motor No.: 360T025
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): ,A,"), d/C:,:/_--, , P ,/%t i'/I/_.f
.J
Phenolic Subassembly: Cowl Assembly
Record Primary Bondline/Phenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase and Wedge Removal):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-SCP
Within SCP
SCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
c/_,-18o
iC¢'.
Degree Location
Z.7o-3_
/
Record Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenolics):
Degree Location
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-SCP
Phenolic Removal Method:
M@t_l H0_jslna Bondline Surface Observations;
A. Soot?
B. Voids in Adhesive?
C. Corrosion?
D. Foreign Material?
i
Yes No
X
,7 2
Comment #
Notes / Comments 4
"-z..., ._ e'c,_,'c4_ (_::o's,'c,,, .__'.7 c'n _¢_c#.¢:'4_
"_-eliminary PFAR(s)? _ Yes ,X No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form(s)?
REVISION
Yes _ No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
Doc NO. TWR-60699 ,IVOL
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Left (A) I Date: _-Z'_f-_2. t _-2---_
Assessment Engineer(s)/inspector(s): /--,E, _)/_ /_-'_'-_ / /_, /_/A_j_.cL_//_- ' /z"/f_-_,A/
Phenolic Subassembly: Fixed Housing Assembly
Record Primary Bondline/Phenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase and Wedge Removal):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Within GCP
GCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
0---3_0
Degree Location
Record Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenollcs):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adheslve-to-GCP I00
Degree Location
Phenolic Removal Method:
I
Metal HousinG Bondline Surface Obsgrv_tjgns:
A. Soot?
B. Voids in Adhesive?
C. Corrosion?
D. Foreign Material?
Yes N_
f
v/
(
L/
Comment #
Notes/Comments O _c"_- PFO_ C/-/+/f_/c/_7"7_M 1_14d--E" c-Z.I i_-,
Special Issues 3,3.2 /_ V/ _ l .%i _" ,_ ["_//,/ /_ /C _' ,_/_/vv'J b.J/_ _ ,_ B'_-"_il.,-Tb /2T- O,d,Z-_ /_,-"7"_,=
"reliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s) ?
REVISION --
__ Yes
/
__ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Yes No Clarification Form Page No.(s): _-_-/,_
DOCNO. TWR-60699 [ VOL
SEC [ PAGE C-21
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T025
Nozzle Subassembly Bondline Adhesive Void Clarification Form
J Side: _"Left (A) [] Right (B) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): Z--, _, _J/L _/__c'-
Nozzle Subassembly: /:'lX', (-:'_ _OU 5!/_I_
Record Bondline Adhesive Void Measurements and Locations Below:
Degree Void Size
Location Axial Circ.
?_L/.o I,o 7 , #-7
÷-? = .lo , _-o
8d" . ?o ._3
14£°
2-/=0o ,g/ . ?--7
_7/° 8_
Location on Bonding Surface
Distance From Fwd Distance From Aft
.2F
I,L&
I_,F--
r
_,E7
_._
Corresponding Comment Number(s): _/ ,)
REVISION
DOCNO. TWR-60699 {VOL
_c I_ C-2_l,q
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-13
Cowl Ring Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
Motor No.: 360T025 J Side: Left (A) , I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): ._.._ "_. FJ,_,_._ _.,-:
Cowl Phenolic Section Observations:
A. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material?
B. Ply lifting?
Yes
Record the Cowl Char and Erosion Measurements Below:
Station
Location
0.3
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
6.8
0 ° 90 ° 180 °
Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char
.__7 ._"
._(= ._J
-- . -
i " tn'-i
Negative Margin of-Safety?
Comment #
270 °
Erosion Char
.2-:" _3
, 2 _ ,_<-_ .2(= .z'_
. Z_ . _ _/ .22 . _- c_
. 2_ ._z_ ,2_ ,(_z_
. 2__ ._¢/ • 2Z ._,_
o_ _: . _ p, . _ p,
Yes ZNo Station: Degree:
_ F S-C=
• _:= . :._
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)? Yes Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Aarification Form(s)? Yes ,/_ No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
Doc NO. TWR-60699 voL
SEC I PAGE C-22
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-14
Forward Exit Cone Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
Motor No.: 360T025 Side: Left (A) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector (s): i
Fqrwlard Exit Cone Phenolic Section Observations:
A. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material?
B. Ply lifting?
Yes
¢/
Comment #
Record the Forward Exit Cone Char and Erosion Measurements Below:
Station
Location
1.0
4.0
4.6
8.0
12.0
16.0
20.0
24.0
28.0
32.0
32.9
34.0
0 ° 90 ° 180 °
Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char
. _- .72 .Yo . >a . z9 . 77
t
Negative Margin of Safety? Yes J No Station: Degree:
270 °
Erosion Char
,_9 . 7f
.Yo ._
. ..T_ . >;
| i
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
.,larification Form(s)?
Preliminary PFAR Nurrrber(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO. TWR-60699 IVOL
SEC ] PAGE C-23
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-15
Fixed Housing Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
i
 o,o,,o.: I ,.,,(,, .Io.,.;I I #
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _ j_,_,,-'.. /_
Fixed Housino Phenolic Section Observation#;
A. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material?
B. Ply lifting?
Yes No _ Comment #
i.f
Record the Fixed Housing Char and Erosion Measurements Below:
Station 0 ° 90 ° 180 °
Location Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char
0.0 _7 /// _ /. o=_" . _. j. _.
_.0 .o,I' ._8 o .9_" _D i'._'I
3.0 -_ . _"7 o . _Z 0 t. o_
4.0 _ ,G_ o ,_" ,_ 0 I./o
s.0 o .9t o - 8_ 0 1./_
8.0 _ ._6 o .9/ _ /._?
7.0 o . _O _j . _ O /./_
s.0 a . _ z. o gY -_
9.0 o . _ J _ .71 . '1
10.75 "J//_ -- /3_" p
Negative Margin of Safety? Yes fNo Station:
i
Notes I Comments _ "'""*"'= A'_"_''_* #,!,-_i_"/_ ,=::_--'_-'-//_,/,/
270 °
Erosion Char
, o I /../_
o //-/"
"--J i, :>
C_ I", O/
Degree:
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
,arification Form (s)?
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO,
SEC
TWR-60699 VOL
PAGE C-24
"_--_(_-_CORPORA_ON
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-16
Throat Inlet Assembly Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
i
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Left (A) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _ .,_Jf,_ ,._._-_ :.-
i
Thr0_t Inlet AF_embl v Phenolic Section Observations:
A. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material?
B. Ply lifting?
Yes No
i
/
Comment #
Record the Throat Inlet Ring and Throat Ring Char and Erosion Measurements Below:
Station 0 ° 90 ° 180 °
Location Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char
1.o / . x o=, . .99 .6/
2.0 * '_ ';' "---"_ ,. .,._ / o_ C-_" /. o2. , _5"
4.0 x 13' . ('_,.> I._ _ . _l / o_ . C'_
6,0 /./_ • =",._ /./_' - -_'_ //3 - --_-'_"
8.0 ,,.z,/ ,,/Z t./_ . _e" Ai'--/ .jF'3
10.0 t, t8 , -:/'2' /./_ . E'.# //o . _'.¢-"
lzo /: 1: .9"?" i. iq . _-i8 / ic .9"7
14.0 ,_-/<> • "_/_ /.IO . _'] /. 0 _ . --¢"..?'
18.o t.t_ ..3"P . ,_ . _,.,<" ,_/ , ,c"#
lo.o ._ ._/ ._ > ._ 9 ._ ._
_3.o , _ • -_ _ . YC; .,_C' . _ . _
Negative Margin of Safety? Yes / No Station:
270 •
Erosion Char
t. o_- ._-':y
ill . .c'2_._
,_._ _ . ._",_
, _Z .,_?"
, _'_ . _ -_
• _.," . _
Degree:
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
,larification Form(s)?
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO,
SEC
TWR-60699 ] VOL
[P_GE C-25
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T025
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-17
Nose Cap Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
Side: Left (A) Date:
Assessment Engineer (s)/Inspector (s):
Nose C_D Phenolic Section Observations:
A. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material?
B. Ply lifting?
/ v ,,-
Yes No Comment #
,.t"
/
Record the Nose Cap Char and Erosion Measurements Below:
Station
Location
1.5
4.0
6.0
8.0
10.0
12.0
14.0
16.0
18.0
20.0
22.0
24.0
26.0
0° 90 °
Erosion Char Erosion Char
_._ ._'_ _._ .8/_
• _ ._ . _ .-_
. ¢9 .CP" • 4"3 . _
. _ . _'// . _ . Y8
. _ . _/_ . $_ , fY_
Yes Y NoNegative Margin of Safety?
180 = 270 o
Erosion Char Erosion Char
- . &_ _" _ 8_ "_
.2'_ .s'_
. ._i . ,,""9
, ,¢',# . _._--
.'_? 77
1._ .___-"
/._/ ._
• _"_ _.-_
. >I . P'_
._ ._
/. _'_ . _:'--_"
/._ __-"
Station: Degree:
Notes / Comments
_/"_'A_ "
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
,arification Form(s)?
Yes _No
i
Yes o/
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION --
ooc NO. TWR-60699 IVOL
SEC I PAGE C-26
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-18
Forward Nose Ring and Aft Inlet Ring Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Left (A) Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): ,.._..._/, ,_ _ _.,_-,i
Forward Nose and Aft Inlet Rtna Phenolic Section Observations: Yes No f
A. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material? kf
B. Ply lifting? _,,l
/ /
/-
Comment #
Record the Forward Nose Ring (-503) Char and Erosion Measurements Below:
Station
Location
28.0
30.0
32.0
0 ° 90 ° 180 ° 270 °
Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char
Negative Margin of Safety? Yes / No Station: Degree:
Record the Aft Inlet Ring Char (-504) and Erosion Measurements Below:
Station
Location
34.0
36.0
38.0
39.0
0 ° 90 ° 180 °
Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char
• B) , L/_' . <_3" . c/,'_ .7_' . _'_'
Negative Margin of Safety? Yes J No Station:
270 °
Erosion Char
.88
,,,., "_99 ..
,9:7 .
Degree:
Notes I Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
,arification Form(s)?
__ Yes
__ Yes
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO. 1"WR-60699 [VOL
sEc [ PAGE C-27
CORPORATION
SPACEOPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-1
Nozzle Assembly Quick-look Condition
_o,o,.o.:=,0+0. i _i°o:"'0"'<"> I o.,.:%-t _-m
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): I_. _-_ _¢ _(--
Nozzle Assemblv Quick-look Observations:
A. Metal Damage Due to Transportation or Handling?
B. Phenolic Damage Due to Transportation or Handling?
C. Foreign Material?
Y_. No Comment #
•
J
J
":eliminary PFAR(s)? _// Yes __No Preliminary PFAR Number(s): C///____ - C/
Clarification Form (s)? __ Yes v / No
REVISION
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
DOCNO. TWR-60699 Ivo.
SEC ] PAGE C-28
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-2
Motor No.: 360T025 I
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
Side: Right (B)
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): ___.,_)u;_ t/_ _-'_\k_'_ i
Joint: Nose inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cowl (Joint #2)
I Date: ?-I_>-¢_-
IntQrn_l Nozzle Joint Observations:
A. Gas Penetration in the R'iV (Terminated, Through)?
"B. RI"V Not Below Char Line?
C. R'rv To the Primary O-ring? -"
D. R'IV Past the Primary O-ring? ""
E. Uncured RTV?
F. Voids Within R'I'V?
G. Foreign Material?
H. Heat Affected or Eroded Virgin CCP, GCPISCP, or adhesive?
I. Damaged Phenollcs?
J. Bondline Edge Separations? Use Clarification Form.
K. Ph'enolics Axially Displaced From Housing?
L. Heat Affected Metal?
M. Unbonded or Blistered Paint?
N. Corrosion? /
O. Excessive Grease in Threaded Bolt Holes?
P. Bolt Hole Damage (Through, Threaded/Helical Coil Insert)?
Q. Bent or Broken Bolts?
R. Metal Damage (Joints or Housings)?
Y_ No
/
/
1
I
1
/
1
1
1
/
/
X
t
/
Comment #
c.a 7
Notes/Comments _..,7 ol_d_._jj :T_D_'L
"_reliminary PFAR(s)? _, Yes v/ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form(s)? Yes _ No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-60699 VOL
IPAGE C-29
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No."
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-3
Nose Inlet-to-Flex Bearing-to-Cowl Joint (Joint #2) Condition Drawing Worksheet
=,o_-o=, I _"' "_ht,_) I o.'*.a:a/_z
Glass
Cloth
Phq
Nose _Inlet
Housin
Nose
Enc
ig
.,arification Form(s)? Yes v/ No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO,
SEC
TWR-60699 [voL
PAGE C-30
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T025
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-2
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
Assessment Engineer(s) Ilnspector (s):
Joint: Nose Inlet-to-Throat (Joint #3)
Internal Nozzle Joint Observations:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.
N.
O.
P.
Q.
R.
S.
T.
Gas Penetration in the RTV (Terminated, Through)?
RTV Not Below Char Line?
R'rv To the Primary O-ring? k,/
RTV Past the Primary O-ring? V /
Uncured RTV? 3
Voids Within R'rv?
Grease Inhibiting RTV Backfill? v /
Foreign Material?
Heat Affected or Eroded Virgin CCP, GCPISCP, or adhesive? _/"
Damaged Phenolics?
Bondline Edge Separations? Use Clarification Form.
Phenolicl. Axially Displaced From Housing? b/
Heat Affected Metal? V/-
Unbonded or Blistered Paint?
Corrosion? V/"
Alignment Pin Damage? _,/
Excessive Grease in Threaded Bolt Holes? V,'/t
Bolt Hole Damage (Through, Threaded/Helical Coil Insert)? J
Bent or Broken Bolts? J'
(
Metal Damage (Joints or Housings)? J"
i
Yes No Comment #
3
Notes / Comments
/) Special Issues 3.2.3.2
"eliminary PFAR(s)? v/ Yes
Clarification Form(s)? _" Yes
No
NO
Preliminary PFAR Number(s): L_(,,=_._ O"5 j- C_(_ _- 0"7
Clarification Form Page No.(s): _---_/_
_LEVI$1ON _ OOC NO. TWR-60699 I VOL
SEC I PAGE C-31
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Nozzle Interface Separation Clarification Form
,V,o,or. .: .0",'0. I .,c,,,:[] ".. c,,,o_,=,,,,,.,,( ) t °.":'_-/'_-?
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _. _ C...,.,,,e--'_,f_
Part: [] Forward Exit Cone (Forward End)
[] Throat Ring (Aft End)
[] Throat Inlet Ring (Forward End)
[_Aft Inlet Ring (Aft End)
[] Nose Cap (Aft End)
[] Cowl (Forward End)"
[] Inner Boot Ring (Forward End)
Interface Separation Types:
A. Metal-to-Adhesive
B. Within Adhesive
C, Adhesive-to-GCP
D. Within GCP
E. GCP-to-CCP
F. Within CCP
"G. Adhesive-to-SCP
"H. Within SCP
• 1. SCP-to-CCP
Circumferential Locatton
Corresponding Comment Number(s):
Seoaratton Tvoe
C
Maximum Radial Width
O. olO
DOC NO. TWR-60699 [vot.
IB/ISION__
SEC [PAGE
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.:
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-4
Nose Inlet-to-Throat Joint (Joint #3) Condition Drawing Worksheet
Nose Inlet
Throat Assembly
Carbon Cloth
Phenolic
I I
Carbon Cloth
Phenolic
Cloth Phenolic
Throat
Housing
Glass Cloth Phenolic
Nose Inlet
Housln
.?
(
I// NO Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOCNO. _--60699 IVOL
SEC I PAGE C-32
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-2
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Right (B)
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): /Ik]l ,E/_FL! _, /_///_',,.
Joint: Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone (Joint #4)
I Det,"7"-/"/" PP"
.S.4"-/.,/,,i.,,t_,.>,_ ,,-:,,I,,',-._.._.--
/ / /
Internal Nozzle Joint Observations: Yes No Comment #
A. Gas Penetration in the RTV (Terminated, Through)? /,
B. RTV Not Below Char Line?
./C. R'IV To the Primary O-ring?
D. RTV Past the Primary O-ring?
E. Uncured RTV? v7
F. Voids Within RTV?
G. Grease Inhibiting RTV Backfill? ,/.
H. Foreign Material? v/"
I. Heat Affected or Eroded Virgin CCP, GCPISCP, or adhesive? J,
J. Damaged Phenolics? /
K. Bondline Edge Separations? Use Clarification Form. ,/ _L
L. Phenolics Axially Displaced From Housing? _[/
M. Heat Affected Metal? 4
N. Unbonded or Blistered Paint? /
O. Corrosion? / /
P. Alignment Pin Damage? _/"
Q. Excessive Grease in Threaded Bolt Holes? vf
R. Bolt Hole Damage (Through, Threaded/Helical Coil Insert)? V/.
S. Bent or Broken Bolts? /,
T. Metal Damage (Joints or Housings)? ,/
Notes I Comments
)Special Issues 3.2.3.2
\
"reliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form (s) ?
REn_SION
/
__ Yes __ No
No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):_ _ - _
Clarification Form Page No.(s): £-3_/__
!
DOC NO,
SEC
TWR-60699 VOL
P^GE C-33
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No,: 360T025
Nozzle Interface Separation Clarification Form
, ,
Side: [] Left (A) [_ Right (B) [ Date:
1
Assessment Engineer (s)/Inspector (s):
ii
Part: [_ Forward Exit Cone (Forward End)
[] Throat Ring (Aft End)
[] Throat Inlet Ring (Forward End)
[] Aft Inlet Ring (Aft End)
_ '-1 {y,--_
= z
[] Nose Cap (Aft End)
[] Cowl (Forward End)*
[] Inner Boot Ring (Forward End)
D. Within GCP
E. GCP-to-CCP
F. Within CCP
°G, Adhesive-to-SCP
*H, Within SCP
"1. SCP-to-CCP
Interface Separation Types:
A. Metal-to-Adhesive
B. Within Adhesive
C. Adhesive-to-GCP
Seoaration Tvoe
,i
Maximum Radial WidthCircumferential Location
3(=0
Corresponding Comment Number(s): (23)
REVISION --
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-60699 [VOL
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Nozzle Interface Separation Clarification Form
Motor No.: 360T025 i Side: [] Left (A)
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): /_(, _'//8_./_..
Part: _ Forward Exit Cone (Forward End)
E] Throat Ring (Aft End)
[] Throat Inlet Ring (Forward End)
[] Aft Inlet Ring (Aft End)
I
.,.., [ °"':
[] Nose Cap (Aft End)
[] Cowl (Forward End)"
[] Inner Boot Ring (Forward End)
Interface Separation Types:
A. Metal.to-Adhesive D. Within GCP
B. Within Adhesive E. GCP-to-CCP
C, Adhesive-to-GCP F. Within CCP
*G. Adhesive-to-SCP
*H. Within SCP
°1. SCP-to-CCP
Circumferential Location Separation TvDe Maximum Radi¢l Width
Corresponding Comment Number(s):
_),oI0
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
TVCR-60699 IVOL
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
I Motor No.:'
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-5
Throat-to-Forward Exit Cone Joint (Joint #4) Condition Drawing Worksheet
360T025 Side: Right (B) I Date: _ - t W -_
,Vic.,,.,. _ ,E. tt`:_._-_.
Throat Assembly
Carbon Cloth
Phenolic
Glass Cloth Phenolic
Forward Exit
Cone Assembly
I ,¢,lT,_
Carbon Cloth
Phenolic
Glass Cloth
Phenolic
I
_-_. Forward Exit
II II Cone Housing
larification Form (s)?
]_=VISION --
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-60699 vo,
PAGEC-34
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-2
Internal Nozzle Joint Condition
1
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Right (B) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _.. (_:_c__.. 1_,, (._n i,_O_
Joint: Aft End Ring-to-Fixed Housing (Joint #5)
L-/7-?:_--
IntQrn¢l Nozzle Joint Observations:
A. Gas Penetration in the RTV (Terminated, Through)?
Yes
B. RI"V Not Below Char Line?
C. R'iV To the Primary O-ring? y/
D. RTV Past the Primary O-ring?
E. Uncured RTV?
F. Voids Within RTV? v/
G. Foreign Materiel?
H. Heat Affected or Eroded Virgin CCP, GCPISCP, or adhesive?
I. Damaged Phenolics?
J. Bondline Edge Separations? Use Clarification Form.
K. Phenolics Axially Displaced From Housing?
L. Heat Affected Metal?
M. Unbonded or Blistered Paint?
N. Corrosion? /
O. Alignment Pin Damage?
P. Excessive Grease In Threaded Bolt Holes?
Q. Bolt Hole Damage (Through, Threaded/Helical Coll Insert)?
R. Bent or Broken Bolts?
S. Metal Damage (Joints or Housings)?
No
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
v"
/
/
/
/
/
/
Comment #
I
#
Notes
2,./_,,,7_-.,_;,,7-TE,,vT- I/'C/,._s' 26 °¢ &_;/J_'_ _'01_ d_°-TO _ _'_
• 5"i, _.0_ zLZ_F
": ,'l 7d..--'" ,
%, J.
-_" IL<5:.,i,_ l/ 2-_ 1_,.'.'.-)< ,vv cof_'_osIo/V _'_o/_i /_ 7"ti_uo T_/_;_Gc',_/</
_-/1_ _:_t:" is_t_-,T _ld_ t._l,'V_
I Comments / _/Y TO A'_. "/2-''_' _'_"V _ - _'_//'_/_ Y--_O/_d'//_'_ °-_'ZO _',_2//Z_ __"__0%_ _-_<_-"
• -eliminary PFAR(s)? Yes No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form(s)?
REVISION
Yes _ No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
ooc NO. T_R-60699 ]VOL
SEC I PAGEC-35
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Aft End Ring " F\\
'I
[
Fixed Housing
Inner Boot
Ring (GCP)
Flexible Bo(
Flexible Bearing
Protector
.larification Form(s)? /" Yes No Clarification Form Page No.(s): _"3_'/_
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
_R-60699 [VOL
IPAGE C-36
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-7
Cowl Insulation Segment Condition
Motor No." 360T025 Side: Right (B)
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _._/..//_J E_7_Z/_.E._,. _
Cowl insulation Seament Observations: Yes
A. Spring Pin Holes Completely Through the Cowl Segment?
B. Abnormal Heat Effects or Eroslon?
C. Soot Between the Cowl Segment and Cowl Housing?
D. Bondllne Fallure Mode? Data Collection Only. NIA
Date:
No
/
/
J
NIA
Comment #
/
Notes / Comments
" reliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form(s)? ,/
No
No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
itLIVISlON
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-60699 IVOL
PAaE C-37
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.:
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-8
Flexible Bearing, Flexible Bearing Protector, end Flexible Boot Condition
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): jk,_, C/n ," _--I L-. t_V,I _._'<.
l
Flexible Bearino. Beerino Protector. and Boot Observations:
A. Bearing Protector Burn-Through?
B. Cracks Through the Bearing Protector?
C. Bearing Protector Heat Effects or Erosion Other
Than at Cowl Vent Hole Locations?
D. Soot Between the Bearing Protector and Flexible Bearing?
E. Heat Effects to the Flexible Bearing?
F. Bent or Broken Bearing Protector Bolts?
G. Flexible Boot Burn-Through'?
H. Abnormal Heat Effects or Erosion to Flexible Boot ID?
I. Foreign Material in Boot Cavity?
d
Yes No
J
J .
r"
v"
J
j"
J
Comment #
/
Notes / Comments
'=reliminary PFAR(s)? _ Yes __ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s): I$(oC...- O_
Clarification Form (s)?
I_'V_ION
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-60699 Ivoc
I P'= c-ss
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Flexible Boot Cavity Clarification Form
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: [_'Rlght (a) I Date: B- / Z
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): /..., _,, ZtJ//..._--_'5 / _" _='_E'_'/_'Z'_/V"
Sketch Observations Below (include locations and sizes of sketched features):
Bearing Protector
Flex BearingCowl Insulation Segments--_
,°:
K,7°
Cowl Housing
Cowl -J
L_c>r._.
- ,:j _.,
t(_<;
r ;___
. ._,..%"
_%._
-7, _:
z4 ._'"
q.oo"
I.HO'"
i. _.D"
Corresponding Comment Number(s):
©. _"
0°
_D.Ol
REVISION
DOC NO. TWR-60699 VOL
SEC I PAGE
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-9
Flexible Bearing Protector Thickness Measurements
Mo,or.o...OTO. I """' I ""'"
.,,.,,re.o, FZ
Record the Flexible Bearing Protector Gas Impingement Area Thickness Measurements (see figure) Below:
Thickness Thickness Thickness
Degree Measurement Degree Measurement Degree Measurement
Location "A"" (inches) Location "A "° (inches) Location "A"" (inches)
0 ,_J/" 120 ._q/" 240 ._;_/_
lo . _7_/_ 13o _ =so • 7_¥'"
=o .7/.¢" 140 _ =so
30 .713" 150 _ _gf" 270 . _.¢'7"
40 ,7¢f" 1so .. _ =so .dff"
50 .7,_,p" " •17o :i:_ =_o ,d_'_".
oo .7_f" 18o _ 300 . _o",Y"
70 • 7¢._'" 19o _ 31o ._/._'7"'
so .___'" =oo _ 3=0
90 _ 2io .7_" 330 ,_)_'7"
- **1
1oo . [,77" 22o ,7,,9" 340 .7o_
110 o _ _? '/ 230 . _/O" 350 .7/'_2"
i
Notes ! Comments
" "A" is the minimum thickness of the bearing protector
in-line with the cowl vent holes. It corresponds to the
deepest gas impingement location.
- reliminary PFAR(s)? Yes
YesClarification Form (s) ?
SNo
,I
CT"No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
I_EVI$ION --
Doc NO. T_VR-60699 IVOL
SEC I PAGE C-39
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-10
Throat Diameter Measurements (Data Collection Only)
Motor No.: 360T025 ] Side: Right(B) I Date: _,./__C/_._..
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _, _-.-. _Jo-_ beu'_Cr_j_ _ _ _. _._¢.v" r_
Record the Nozzle Throat Diameter Measurements Below:
Diameter
Degree Measurement
Location (inches)
o 55_ 7_£'"
4s 55. qZg"
90 _5- qq_ ""
13s 5C, _/_'"
Notes / Comments
arification Form (s)? Yes
/
V" NO Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO,
SEC
TWR-60699 [VOL
PAGE C-40
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-11
Outer Boot Ring Char end Erosion Measurements and Flexible Boot Condition
Motor No.: 36pT025 Side: Right (B) Date:
•Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspectorls): . . _-
FIQxiblQ Boot/Outer Boot Rino Seoaration Observations: Yes
A. Heat Effects in BootlOBR Separation?
-" _/ _.-,/
/ J
Comment #
Record the Outer Boot Ring Char and Erosion Measurements Below:
Station 0 ° 90 ° 180 °
Location Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char
8.0 • _z . ,_ . o_ . ?E" . o 2. .89
9.0 0 ,_,_ ,02,- .9o 0 .8(=
10.0 _ ._ . 6_' ._ty ,O2- . _'
Negative Margin of Safety?
Yes _"'/No Station:
270 °
Erosion Char
.of .S.-<"
0 ._/
_ ._z.
Degree:
Record the Number of Plies Remaining on the Flexible Boot:
Degree
Location
0
9O
180
270
Plies
Remaining
2,/
Negative Margin of Safety? Yea / No Degree:
Notes / Comments ._"
• .,p-" -,4
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
arification Form(s)?
Yes
Yes
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
I_EVX$10N --
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-60699 ] VOL
PAGE C-41
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
M*otor No.: 360T025 I Side: Right (B) [ Date:IS'/- rPT/q -,_
AsseSsment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): Do Ne/$C_,j _, ,/1_,'[/#,,'-
Phenolic Subassembly: Aft Exit Cone Assembly
Record Primary Bondline/Phenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase and Wedge Removal):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Within GCP
GCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
(7- gO
la
O_
_' /c,
9c' -lYo
15-_.,
/?# -zTo
1o2 
9o, 
Degree Location
?.7¢' -360
3 ?c
Record Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenolics):
Degree Location
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
J
Phenolic Removal Method:
Metal Holjsino Bondline Surface Observations:
A. Soot?
B. Voids in Adhesive?
C. Corrosion?
D. Foreign Material?
E, Voids in Polysulfide (Aft Exit Cone Polysulfide Groove)?
Yes No Comment #
V
q A
v'
¢
V .'2.
Notes / Comments I, VC,_c_ Lc'#cT"_d _," ,¢-cl_es,'vc. D/sT_,,,e Ir-o._ c/e._ Loc C/,'C,t_
_- f._" 9 0)"/_'
• _ F.z" ,"Lt o, ,_"
"Z, /_.,,x s..,,,, _':,_6 _:,v #cC_.s./:,,/_._. Iq.(," Go 0.7"
C_'le_r Vc/;at.sW_.c-,c,s_,,rfA .7." X,I _, F,,_. • 33._/'_ '2._-_ O,=/"
]. 4tea cr Oe_,.i _,_<r4.c a,, cc'_,,?:.,,,_,c _)
. ".'eliminary PFAR(s)? __ Yes __ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
_bl_/'¢ f..
_.,I '_
A,=7 c,F" r_:.f"
Clarification Form(s)?
REVISION
Yes v' No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
ooc NO. q%VR-60699 IVOL
SEC [ PAGE C-42
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _k. LtC,¢L, P0.[v_,(ter
Phenolic Subassembly: Forward Exit Cone Assembly
Record Primary BondlinelPhenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase and Wedge Removal):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Within GCP
GCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
C,c
/
i
Degree Location
Record Secondary Bondllne Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenollcs):
Degree Location
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Phenolic Removal Method:
Metal Hog_ina Bondline Surface Observations:
A. Soot?
B. Voids in Adhesive?
C. Corrosion?
D. Foreign Material?
Yes _ Comment #
J, /
v"
Notes/ Comments
..T_L. Y o
k
""eliminary PFAR(s)? Yes _ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form(s)?
REVISION
_// Yes _ No Clarification Form Page No.(s): _-c_/_
ooc NO. TWR-60699 [vo_
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Nozzle Subassembly Bondline Adhesive Void Clarification Form
Mo,o,,o.: ,,oTo=, I '": [] "'" (') _ "'""' (") I °=':
,.,.,.m.., ,,,_,,,o.,(,,°,o.o,o,(,)._\ .CI,,-L-, #._: 1\_,"
Nozzle Subassembly:
Record Bondline Adhesive Void Measurements and Locations Below:
Degree Void Size
Location Axial Circ.
-P /,<7o o,<_c
7 '7" _. 6(;) _O,_o
Location on Bonding Surface
Distance From Fwd Distance From Aft
7._"
/0._
Notes / Comments
Corresponding Comment Number(s): /
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-60699 vOL
_-__ CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondltne Condition
8- / 7_.
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): /...,_', _L,)I'/.._._ / /_. /_-_/'_'_/_
Phenolic Subassembly: Throat Assembly
Record Primary Bondline/Phenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase and Wedge Removal):
_EE"/Y'o/'-E- / Degree Location
Metal.to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Within GCP
GCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
8 5-
Record Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenolics):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP 5-o Fo
Metal Housino Bondline Surface Observations:
A. Soot?
B. Voids in Adhesive?
C. Corrosion?
D. Foreign Material?
Yes No Comment #
i
Notes / Comments _ _ '7"_'_r/_- ,P_ZEC R/,_'_S A/_--'-_._-- C_7"-C"_,_ _'/-._;::_ /,¢/,T_
5=---_-FS_,e _:../p/_//=-:c,pT:,_/V,=, X':.':/_/9-_ _-4"/.#. _ ,
I '_/(/"T/./#_/:J-T////.._:-£1,V:,#,VD F_,_,,_,I,S-:,u.,_:=7/_,o,4-7-,_/,¢:,,_-_ //'J.,_z":_z:<-._.
I "_,eliminsry PFAR(s)? Yes _ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form(s)? V" Yes __No Clarification Form Page No.(s): _-'_'_'_
RL:'VISION --
DOC NO. TWR-60699 Iv_
$EC I PAGE C-44
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Nozzle Subassembly Bondline Adhesive Void Clarification Form
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: [] Left (A) [_Right (B). I Date: "__ _ __
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s)" L. _.J:l_.-_ "_ _C'e_;'_ ,_x _. _._&C_.._
Nozzle Subassembly: I t \ C " r -
Record Bondline Adhesive Void Measurements and Locations Below:
Degree Void Size
Location Axial Circ.
"75" o. _5 o. -z-7
137 _,_ #.feo
Location on Bonding Surface
Distance From Fwd Distance From Aft
Corresponding Comment Number(s):
REVISION
DOC NO,
SEC
TWR-60699 [voL
I_. __-4-4,,7
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Right (B) I Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): /_. ,_-'- _/_ _'_'_>
b-20- _Z
Phenolic Subassembly: Aft Inlet/Forward Nose Rings
Record Primary Bondline/Phenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase and Wedge Removal):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Within GCP
GCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
Degree Location
Record Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenollcs):
/V/_ Degree Location
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Phenolic Removal Method:
Metal Housino Bondline Surface Observation_i;
A, Soot?
B. Voids in Adhesive?
C. Corrosion?
D. Foreign Material?
Yes No Comment #
j-
"_reliminary PFAR(s)? __ Yes _No
i
__ Yes _ NoClarification Form (s)?
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION
DOC NO. TWR-60699 VOL
SEC I PAGE C-45
_CORPORARON
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): /__,_- _j//._ _&--.%
Phenolic Subassembly: Nose Cap
Record Primary BondUne/Phenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase and Wedge Removal):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Within GCP
GCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
_r_7-ZZ 22-67
,¢7
16?-i'/Z
Degree Location
//Z-/_'? t??-2_2 29z-_2
_7
8
g+ B_
Record Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenolics):
Degree Location
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adheaive-to-GCP
_7-zz
z_
22-6 7
/_---
1_;7-//2
aS-
l_O-2az
z_"
Z_7-agZ
zO
/ /
-20 7 ¢ _ 79
Phenolic Removal Method:
/
,,v'Vz_n' _,,_-_r_-e--_ PC'e-L_
Metal Houslna Bondllne Surface Observations:
A. Soot?
B. VoidI In Adheiive?
C. CorroIion?
D. Foreign Material?
Yes No
p..-
Comment #
/
_reliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form(s)?
__ Yes /No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
v/Yes __ No Clarification Form Page No. (s): C - _','_
I
DOC NO. TWR-60699 IvoL
REVISION -- ISEC I _,A_U_C-46I
CORPORATIQN
SPACE OPERATIONS
m i
Motor No.: 360T025
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): Z_, _, J_J//_ _/_'- _
Nozzle Subassembly: /_/O5E'- /_ _ _E/_,_/- _'
Nozzle Subassembly Bondline Adhesive Void Clarification Form
Side: [] Left (A) _ight (B) Date: _:_-- 2.L_ _
Record Bondline Adhesive Void Measurements and Locations Below:
Degree Void Size Location on Bonding Surface
Location Axial .Circ. Distance From Fwd Distance From Aft
/ _ o /,oF- _, BD-- 0. go
/,_o _. LB" ,_. _o _. 4-_
IB_ o.lo o, _5- Z, oo
i
IL
Oor,e.oo O,° (/)
REVISION
_OC NO.
SEC
TWR-60699 VOL
IPAGE _-_..,q
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
Motor No.: 360T025 S_de:="=_,_,>J;,r &.) j Date:
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): /v/_,
Phenolic Subassembly: Cowl Assembly
d io/,e ./ t° ,,¢4,'l/e,--
I_'- ,,4_._ -_' -_
Record Primary Bondline/Phenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase and Wedge Removal):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-SCP
Within SCP
SCP-to-CCP
Within CCP
O - yc yv-l_-a IZc'-zza
/ c,c i aa i oc_
Degree Location
Ic/o
Record Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenolic=):
Degree Location
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-SCP
Phenolic Removal Method:
Metal Houstna Bondline Surface Observations:
A. Soot?
B. Voids in Adhesive?
• C. Corrosion?
D. Foreign Material?
Yes
,
No Comment #
";eliminary PFAR(s)? __ Yes ,_ No Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form(s)?
REVISION
__ Yes /_' No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
ooc NO. TWR-60699 I VOL
SEC
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T025
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-12
Nozzle Subassembly Phenolic Bondline Condition
I Side: Right (B) Date:
/
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _. ___, /JJ'/ /,- _-_-__ / F. HILl.
Phenolic Subassembly: Fixed Housing Assembly
Record Primary BondlinelPhenolic Failure Mode Percentage (After Hydrolase and Wedge Removal):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Wlthin Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
Wlthln GCP
GCP-to-CCP
Wlthln CCP
O-'_O
5-O
Degree Location
Record Secondary Bondline Failure Mode Percentage (After Removal of Remaining Phenolics):
Metal-to-Adhesive
Within Adhesive
Adhesive-to-GCP
O
Io0
Phenolic Removal Method:
Degree Location
f
Metal Housina Bondllne Surface Observations:
A. Soot?
B. Voids in Adhesive?
C. Corrosion?
D. Foreign Material?
Notes / Comments _ __-- _F_ C'(AF/=/c/_ _"_'O/_/
Special Issues 3.3.3
Yes N_
Comment #
1
Fox'hr A.
_reliminary PFAR(s)?
Clarification Form(s)?
REVISION
Yes
d
I// Yes
/
No
m No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s): _-- _ /_j
DOC NO. TWR-60699 IVOL
sac I PAGE C-48
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Nozzle Subassembly Bondline Adhesive Void Clarification Form
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: [] Left (A) [_Right (B)
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): L.-,_', _//__/_' _" S / y,
Nozzle Subassembly: [_/Y _'-_ _-OU_//V(",-- /_ _"_/_../H'
I Date: _-2;0-72...
/_ILL
Record Bondline Adhesive Void Measurements and Locations Below:
Degree
Location Axial
-, _ ? f,<1-o
a_D I,;o
3_ /,00
_ o, _o
_8 I,_o
16_ l,/O
Void Size
O,J-O
0 ,:zo
O, YO
0,7_o
0,20
0,30
/7, 2_0
Location on Bonding Surface
Distance From Fwd Distance From Aft
I.7O
/, ,_-0
3,70
/o,.zo
I1,:o
II, _o
Notes / Comments _,M_u.. I_ PnU-_ ,,v__- vo :_ _ O,J-_ iN,
L _'--t/_ 7-P" _ (:l so+ _ _-'A.e':/:'_
k
REV1SION
Corresponding Comment Number(s):
OOC NO, TWR-60699 IVOL
s=o i",_=c- ::_
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-13
Cowl Ring Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
Motor No.: 380T025 j Side: /_tCt,,r _'_ I Date:
Assessment Engineer (s)/Inspector (s):
(;owl Phenolic Section Observations:
A. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material?
B. Ply lifting?
r"
z2/:M -
/ /
Yes _ Comment #
J
Record the Cowl Char and Erosion Measurements Below:
Station
Location
0.3
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
6.8
0 ° 90 °
Erosion Char Erosion Char
._-3 .S'_ ._g ._
. ;_?_ . _' ,3"2_. ._o
180 ° 270 °
Erosion Char Erosion Char
LL_
. z_ .4_ -- . _o _
Negative Margin of Safety?
/"
Yes J No Station: Degree:
..,.._
• I
Notes I Comments _"
I_N •Preliminary PFAR(s)? __ Yea o Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
larification Form(s)? Yea No Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION --
DOC NO. TWR-60699 IVOL
SEC I PAGE C_z/q
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T025
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-14
Forward Exit Cone Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
Right (B) p Date:Side:
Assessment Engineer (s) llnspector(s): L,v/f_ _,_r ,_.,
/ •
Forward Exit Cone Phenolic Section Observations:
A. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material?
B, Ply lifting?
Yes No/
j
Comment #
Record the Forward Exit Cone Char end Erosion Measurements Below:.
Station
Location
1.0
4.0
4.8
8.0
12.0
16.0
20.0
24.0
28.0
32.0
32.9
34.0
0 ° 90 ° 180 °
Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char
Negative Margin of Safety? Yes _No Station:
270 °
Erosion Char
.._7 .7_.
._ .TY
.37 . 77
Degree:
Notes I Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
arification Form (s)?
Yes
Yes
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No,(s):
REVISION
DOC NO.
SEC
TW'R-60699 IVOL
IPAGE C-50
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-15
Fixed Housing Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
I
!
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Right (B)
Assessment Engineer (s)/Inspector (s):
Fixed Houstno Phenolic Section Observations; Yes
A. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material?
B. Ply lifting?
Comment #
Record the Fixed Housing Char and Erosion Measurements Below:
Statio n 0 o
Location Erosion Char
0.0 , _-'_" J,o:;
1.0 _ / Qb
2.0 -_ t/. 0'
3.0 _ ,?_
4.0 C._ .- _
5.0 _ /. o/
5.0 ._ / /.0_
7.0 o / o2..
5.o _ •_Z
9.0 -- , _ _-" "_
10.75 -'--- ,/. <_ _ _
90 ° 180 °
Erosion Char Erosion Char
,02. . O_ . o_:" , ?_
,%_o o3' . c2/
._?
.8_"
o . @4'
o , _Co
o ,'_9
,_'9
o .g7
o .8#
o .8/
o .o_/
Negative Margin of Safety? Yes _'No Station:
Notes I Comments "_ "7C}7,_Z
r
270 °
Erosion Char
. o_" /._
.o_r" /o_
0 ._?"
o .?F
o . _8
0 . _/
--',k
Degree:
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
I
,arification Form (s)?
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
REVISION __
DOC NO. TWR-60699 IVOL
SEC I PAGEC-51
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
Motor No.: 360T025
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-16
Throat Inlet Assembly Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
Right (B) I Date:Side:
I
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s):
.....,-
Throat Inlet Assembly Phenolic Section Observations:
A. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material?
B. Ply lifting?
Yes No
J
J
Comment #
Record the Throat Inlet Rlng and Throat Ring Char and Erosion Measurements Below:
Station
Location
1.0
2.0
4.0
8.0
8.0
10.0
12.0
14.0
16.0
18.0
20.0
22.0
23.0
0 ° 90 ° 180 °
Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char
X 12 . _/,3 /.z/ . /7
/. t_ . _ 11"_ . "/?
/o3' . _,_ / o _ . .s",_
• _ . _.: .9o .3_
. _-_" _ _ .'_o . _ I
• f/_ .7_ . _ ">_
. .- . ._ ._8
Negative Margin of Safety? Yes f No
//_ . _
i.l? . _c>
i":._o . _'?
l.Z_ ._
i./_ . :"_""
.9.7" 7_
270 °
Erosion j Char
/i_ I . z/
i. _z. ._
._ ._/
Station: Degree:
Notes / Comments
)
Preliminary PFAR(s) ?
.iarification Form (s)?
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
P.E'_I_ION
I
ooc NO. TWR-60699 Ivc,-
SEC I_AGE _ ..
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-17
Nose Cap Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition
Motor No.: 360T025 I Side: Right (B)
Assessment Engineer(s)/Inspector(s): _.'I _.j,(./;,#_*";,,../
Nose Cao Phenolic Section Observations:
A. Cross-ply cracking in virgin material?
B. Ply lifting?
i
w'
Yes _/. Comment #
i
Record the Nose Cap Char and Erosion Measurements Below:
Station
Location
1.5
4.0
6.0
8.0
10.0
12.0
14.0
16.0
18.0
20.0
22.0
24.0
26.0
0 ° 90 °
Erosion Char Erosion Char
Negative Margin of Safety? Yes
180 ° 270 °
Erosion Char Erosion Char
• _._ ._--_ .?_ =-'_
._ .3"-:'- . _ • c-U
• "/'_" , 5"d . _7 :_
• _'7 -_?- , _'Z.. . _-/
• _ o . "/'*/ .6 _ . ";,"_"
. _ <_ _ _ . _ z. . ._
• <_/ . _/ .8 :_ </_"
/.1<_ . _/ /./_ . >
Station: Degree:
Notes / Comments
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
_rification Form(s)?
__ Yes _/'_No
(
__ Yes _/ No
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
ItlEVISION --
Dec NO. TWR-60699 IVOL
SEC [ PAGE C-53
CORPORATION
SPACE OPERATIONS
POSTFLIGHT OBSERVATION RECORD (PFOR) C-18
Forward Nose Ring end Aft Inlet Ring Phenolic (CCP) Section Condition,
Motor No.: 360T025 J Side: Right (B) I
Assessment Engineer(s)llnspector(s): _ _'_"_Z _/y" / "
Forward Nose and Aft Inlet Rlna Phenolic Section Observations; Yea No i.
A. Cross-ply cracking in virgin materiel? _f"
B. Ply lifting?
Date: / -/_-_:'7; .L.L
Comment #
Record the Forward Nose Ring (-503) Char and Erosion Measurements Below:.
Station
Location
28.0
30.0
32.0
0 ° 90 ° 180 = 270 °
Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char
Negative Margin of Safety? Yes / No Station: Degree:
Record the Aft Inlet Ring Char (-504) and Erosion Measurements Below:.
Station 0 = 90 = 180 =
Location Erosion Char Erosion Char Erosion Char
34.0 .8_ _ _, _x _ _/_
30.0 .......... 9"2
3s.o . q  , Z._ . G  . x'9 .9_ . z'?
39.0 ._;" . :."-? ._Z ._/ .gZ . :,:,_
Negative Margin of Safety? Yes ,_ No Station:
Notes I Comments ,,'_r"
270 °
Erosion Char
• _ .__._"
. ?z_/" :-_
Degree:
C-.>.-.,..:...._._:-, ._,;i
Preliminary PFAR(s)?
._rification Form(s) ?
Yes / No
_., .iN=
Preliminary PFAR Number(s):
Clarification Form Page No.(s):
]_VISION
DOC NO.
SEC
TWR-60699 I vo-
Ip^os C-54
